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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING

Please read the information printed on the back of the instruction booklet, as that 
information will not be duplicated in the instructions.

Understanding the Pattern:  The pattern is given in two sections, the center section and 
the tail section. The center section has the choice of 4 different shapes at the bottom.  
Simply choose the one you desire.  Butt the pattern pieces together, as shown, and tape 
together.

Once the pattern as been taped together it is now one half of the complete valance pattern.  It 
is to be placed on the fold of the fabric or flipped over to complete it’s size.

As is, the pattern will allow the valance 
to finish 32” wide. You can add or 
subtract inches from the width at the 
area where the pattern pieces butt 
together.

Just add or subtract the difference 
between the 32” and your board 
measurement.

If you want to increase the 
depth of the tail, you will need 
to make it longer at the outside 
straight edge.

Mimic a new curve shape.

Center of
valance

Tail
section

Patterns  butt  here.
(do not overlap)

Tail
section



Before cutting the fabric, consider your design options.  Extra width can be added to create 
pleats.  Each pleat will need twice the width of the finished pleat.  For example, a 3” pleat 
will need 6” inches of fabric.  A 4” pleat will need 8” of fabric.

Fold 
edge
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Valance Depth Alterations: To lengthen, cut the pattern apart as shown below.  
Spread it apart, keeping the fold edge even.  Fill in with scrap paper.

Draw a new curve to reshape the 
curved area.

To shorten the pattern, made a tuck, 
draw a new line and curve, as above.

Remember this alteration does not change the tail depth. 

Center Section A

4” box pleats
 (using 8” per pleat).

Center Section A

4” inverted box pleats 
(using 8” per pleat).

Box pleat to the 
front of the valance

Inverted pleat to the 
back of the valance

3” 3”

This pleat has a 
space between folds

1”

3” half pleat 
folded to corner 
of board.

Center Section A

DESIGN OPTIONS
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Center Section B

8” box pleats 
(using 16” of 

fabric).

Center Section C

Two, 4” inverted pleats 
(using 8” each).

Center Section D

8” inverted box pleat 
(using 16” of fabric).

Center Section C

8” box pleats 
(using 16” of 

fabric).

VALANCE  CUT  WIDTH

The acutal pattern in the package will create a 32” valance and already have the tails included. 
If you have a different size, you simply add or subtract from this amount.  If you want pleats, 
you need to add for those also.

Example: You need a valance 115” wide with two center designs and three inverted pleats 
and you want to put a total of 8” in each pleat.

115” - 32” = 83” ...... (you need to add this amount to the pattern.)
    3” x  8” = 24” ....... You also have to add for the pleats.

107” ...... This is how much you must add to the pattern.
In this case 107” + 32” = 139” is the cut width for the valance.

Imagine your new pattern being straight at the bottom.  After increasing your pattern, put the 
pleats and center shapes where you want them.  Also plan for the seams to be hidden in a 
pleat.

If you can’t hide a seam in pleats on the face of the valance, 
consider that you can put one in the middle of this fold in the 
tail.  Fold the paper pattern and then draw a line at the inside 
crease.  When cutting the fabric, add for a seam allowance. Find 
a different place for the lining seam.
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CUTTING  SUGGESTIONS

Remember to add extra width for any pleats you may have planned.

MAKING THE VALANCE

Step 1 Sew all necessary seams in the valance and lining.  Press the seams open. 
Remember, as stated on the yardage page, any necessary seams will not be hidden unless 
you planned them to be in a pleat.

Step 2 If using 
interlining, place it against the 
wrong side of the fabric. Trim 
the interlining away about 1” in 
the areas shown by the arrows.

Step 3 Place the right side 
of the lining against the right side 
of the valance.  Sew a 1/2” 
seam allowance all the way 
around the valance, stopping at 
the top of the return area as 
shown.  Leave the middle area 
open.

Step 4 Trim the interlining close to the stitching.  Trim the seams and points. Clip 
the seam at all the inward curve areas.

Step 5 Turn right side out through the opening.  Pull the points out neatly and press.

Leave open
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Upright Cut

selvage
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Lengthwise Cut
The pattern can be placed on 
the fold of the fabric, as shown:

Lining will also be needed. 
Interlining is optional. 
When not using interlining, simply 
disregard all references 
to it.
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If you have pleats and are using interlining, lift back the face fabric and sew the 
interlining to the lining 1 3/4” below the top cut edge.  Sew only across the areas that 
involve placement of the pleats.  Trim away the interlining close to the stitching in these 
areas.  This will eliminate a lot of bulk on top of the board.

Step 6 Sew the lining to the face
fabric at the board line, 1 1/2” from the 
cut edge.

Step 7 Attach trim to the bottom of the valance, if desired.

Step 8 Place any pleats you may have planned.  Machine stitch across the board line
to secure the pleats.

Step 9 The pleats should maintain their size and shape all the way down the valance.
A slight pressing in place may be necessary for some fabrics, although it is best to avoid 
sharp creases.

Step 10 You may dress the tails to hang any way you like.  For your convenience we 
have drawn fold lines on the pattern in case you need to use them.

Follow the arrow to bring the lines together. You are swinging the bottom only.  Notice how 
the fullness fades out to nothing at the top dot.

Leave this small 
space.  Bring the 
next two lines 
together. Notice 
you have 
overlapped the 
return area. This 
is okay, the 
return will hang 
free as it wraps 
around toward 
the wall.

The tail can’t be dressed until the valance is on the mount board.   If the fabric resists placement 
you can tack in hidden areas until the fabric is “trained”.

board line

Dot

board line
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ATTACHING THE VALANCE TO A MOUNT BOARD

Step 1 If the valance is going over traverse draperies, use a 1” x 6” board.  If going 
over mini- blinds or hanging alone, use a 1” x 4” board.

Step 2 Paint the board or cover it neatly with fabric or lining

Step 3 The valance may be stapled directly to the top of the board, or you can 
use hook and loop tape, keeping the board line of the valance at the edge of the board.

           Pleats look neater if you use some
cardboard strips (or something similar)
to build up the flat areas between the pleats before
securing the valance.

Step 4 If desired, cover the top of the board with fabric.

Step 5 Install with L-shaped brackets, as you would install a shelf.
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Yardage

A Shawl valance is a long rectangle of fabric across a mount board.  When the fabric drops off the board ends, a 
jabot or tail effect develops.

Choose from four different shapes for the center.  The valance depth varies according to the center shape.  
Center A finishes 16” deep.  Center B finishes 18” deep.  Center C finishes 14” deep and Center D finishes 18” deep.

The valance tail will finish about 28” deep.  Alteration instructions are included.  The width of the valance 
will have to increase in order to have a longer tail (see drawing above).

Fabric Suggestions:  Without pleats this valance will not have fabric bulk.  Soft fabrics work best.  Stripes give 
an interesting effect, but will hang at angles on the tails.  The lining will show in the folds of the tails and 
sometimes in the added pleats.  It is suggested you use a self or contrast lining.

YARDAGE

The entire valance is cut as one piece.  Any necessary seams will not be hidden unless you can add pleats and 
hide seams there.  To know your valance cut width, figure your finished width plus 58” (for two tails).  
Pleats can be added if you desire.  If so, add about 8” per pleat.  Some pleats may take up to 16”.

Valance Cut Length
Center Section A ........................... the pattern is .......................... 23” deep
Center Section B ............................ the pattern is .......................... 25” deep
Center Section C ............................ the pattern is .......................... 23” deep
Center Section D ........................... the pattern is .......................... 25” deep

Lengthwide Cut:  The width measurement will run with the selvage.

Same amount of lining will be needed.
Same amoutn of interlining (optional).

Trim (Bottom Only)
Trims must be able to curve Valance made with:

Center Section A ........................ your width plus 82”
Center Section B ........................ your width plus 83”
Center Section C ........................ your width plus 83”
Center Section D ........................ your width plus 83”
Don’t forget to add the amount for pleats, (if any).

center

tail section

tail depth board

Center A Center B  Center C  Center D
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